DTU Talent Partner

As a DTU Talent Partner you will get close to the brightest talents of tomorrow. We provide a wide range of activities and offers where your company’s development is key. No ideas are too far-fetched for us, when we do ‘Business as unusual’!

As a DTU Talent Partner you get access to:

**Permanent DTU contact person**
Permanent contact person regarding participation in activities and coordination.

**Take the stage**
Exposure to students via presentations at DTU and networking.

**Graduate event**
Social event with the newly educated engineers.

**Welcome package**
Welcome package with insights on DTU’s students for recruitment purposes.

**Be part of the curriculum and get visitors**
Your company can be included in a catalogue of potential visits for DTU’s courses so students can visit you as part of their teaching.

**Mentoring arrangement with the student organisation Conflux**
Ongoing collaboration with Conflux, where we help your company get the maximum output of DTU’S mentoring arrangement.

**Visiting lectures at DTU**
Your employees will be included in a catalogue of potential visiting lecturers, which brings your company directly into DTU’s auditoriums.

**Showroom**
You can display technologies, software platforms or professional methods to students at DTU’s library as well as offer training in the use hereof on selected days.

**Offer projects to Bachelor- and Master Students**
Guidance on the use of DTU’s Internship and Project bank, where you can offer students to work on a project idea for their Bachelor or Master project.

**Exclusive access to the annual Corporate meeting**
Partners are invited to the annual Corporate meeting that is a potpourri of professional insights, festive features as well as a celebration of the past year’s successful collaborations.

**Newsletter**
Partners receive a newsletter four times a year with invitations to relevant workshops and events, the opportunity to get your own collaboration with DTU featured in the newsletter - as well as a bonus section with tips on innovation.

**Price:** 50,000 DKK/annually.

**DTU Talent Partner**
A DTU Talent Partnership is for companies that wish to recruit students and newly educated engineers. The partnership gives access to a wide range of activities and events, which bring you closer to the brightest talents of tomorrow.